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limiIu likelihood.

A knowledge of the fundam-entals of genetics is assumed. The book consists pri-

niiarily in the derivation of iatlieitiatical equa-

tions for certain genetic principles. It will,
no doubt, be useful chiefly to professional
geneticists and to graduate studenits in.
geneties. Many of the sections are followed
by lists of problems. There is an Index.
The paper, printing, andl bindinig are of
good quality.
EDWARD C. COLIN,

Chicago T'eachers College,
Chicago, Illiiois
HUGH HAMMOND.
Elementts of
Soil Conservation. 1st ed. MIeGraw-Hill
-x
Book Company, Inc., New York.
+406 pp. illus. 1947. $3.20.
A book like this should be in use rather
continuously, not just during a brief unit oii
conservation. Here are a few suggestions
which may help keep dust off its cov-ers-dust
fromiithe fields of Texas:
1. Raise the question of "miiniingthe subsoil'
as a source of plant nutrients. On a field trip
collect in flower pots msatched samiiples of
topsoil and subsoil for comiiparinigthe growth
of corn or oats seedlings; note also the effect
of drying on the saumples. Use Elements of
BENN-ETT,
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methods which have as yet no place in the
early stages of mlathemiiaticalteaching. This
volumiieaimiisat miiakingsome of the outstanding results of mathemlaticalgenetics intelligible to readers who need assistanee before they
can consult the original publications with
profit and understanding. It is based on a
course of lectures delivered to postgraduate
students in the Genetics Department of the
University of Wisconsin in the winter of
1940."
The headings of the eight chapters and the
two appendices follow: Gene frequencies,
genotypic frequencies, and systemis of mating; Basic types of algebraic series in
genetical theory; First steps in the calculus
of finite difference; Binomiiial series; Nonassortative mating in the absence of selection
or miiutation; Selection; Assortative mating
a.nd consanguinity; Mutation pressure and
isolate effects; Significance tests for Mendelian ratios; The estimation of linkage and
determination of variance formiiulasfor genefrequency analysis by the method of maxi-
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EDWARD C. Elements of Genetics.
2nd ed. The Blakiston Co., Philadelphia,
Pa. 402 pp. 90 illus. 1946. $3.50.
This attractive, convenient-sized and carefully written book is a revision of Dr. Colin's
well-received 1941 textbook for beginning students in college genetics. It follows the
historical approach of the first edition, and
further expands the applications of Mendelian principles to man and his environment.
Some who use it will no doubt feel that too
much space is devoted to historical background and human applications in a book
which, by its title and preface statements, is
obviously designed to emphasize fundamentals.
The text matter on linkage and crossingover, which was somewhat weak, needlessly
involv7ed, and poorly integrated in the first
edition has been rewritten, new illustrations
and explanatory examples added, and moved
to a later part of the book. Applications of
certain relatively newer principles of genetics,
such as the Rh blood factors and the nature
and physiology of viruses as related to genes,
COLIN,
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Soil Conservation to collaborate the findings.
2. With a baloptican, project pictures and
maps from the book to enhance discussion
problems.
3. Have students use statistics, such as those
showing the effect of tillage on runoff, in preparing conservation cartoons or posters. It
will add zest if they are done on small cards,
then projected on the screen; unexpected
talent will turn up in most classes.
4. Get into some of the "hows" and "whys"
not found in most texts. Example: How
does muddy water reduce the amount of moisture available to plants?
5. Investigate local erosion problems on field
trips. Use the book in determining the best
treatment.
While niuch of the information in Elements
of Soil Conservation is available in low-cost
bulletins, there is considerable advantage in
having this excellent material in compact
formii,under a single index.
RICHARD F. TRUMP,
Iowa State College,
Ames, Iowa
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